THE IDEAL SELECTION
FOR MARINE APPLICATIONS
Baran Advanced Technologies Everswitch Products
Outboard System

**Multifunction board for easy operation**
- Thruster panel
- Gangway RGB led switches
- Tilt control

Thruster panel

Water system panel/switches

Central control over water, waste and recycle marine systems.
Piezo switches can also be mounted on toilets and in showers for monitoring the water consumption.
Baran’s Piezo technology expertise guarantee that our products withstand extreme conditions, performing perfectly in high temperatures, enduring heavy humidity and remain sealed from moisture and salt for years.
Everswitch panels and switches are available in a variety of shapes, configuration, metals, dimensions, colors, led lightings and voltages.

**Lights Controller**
Customize, design and create single room lightning panels as well as controllers for all marine platforms.
Explore numerous options for light control in a complete, custom-made panel or install single illuminated Piezo switches.

**Control Panel**
Reliable and durable operating panels,
Designed for pumps, anchors, lights and other related functions.
**50,000,000 push cycles guaranteed**